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With this assignment you will work within the ACR (Adobe Camera Raw) dialog
box. Saving your work as a DNG file.
Download these 6 .tiff images and open in the Adobe Camera Raw dialogue
(Because of the website limitation you will work from .tiff images. Your own files
will be your proprietary raw files) Click here to view and download images
For this Project you will use the Camera Raw Icon to open the files.
To open .jpg or Tiff files select the image or images and click the Camera Raw
icon (aperture looking icon) from the application bar in the Bridge.

Start by globally correcting each image. Then explore localized
corrections within ACR. Try the localized brush for corrections, add a
vignette, grain, explore the gradient tool. You can create a cross
processed look, gritty look, sepia look. What looks have you seen that you
want to explore?
Take notes for each image, what you did in ACR, upload these notes
and what image you applied the techniques to.
I am looking for a detailed description of what you did for each image and
what your slider choices were and why you made the aesthetic choices
you did.
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Use Adobe Camera RAW (ACR) to process these images.
1) Start by Color Correcting. White Balance Tool - Temperature/Tint sliders
Did you try the Profi le options here? Sometimes we want to color balance, sometimes
skewing the color gives us a style. Explore and play with this.
2) Make any adjustments necessary from the Basics Tab
3) Explore in depth what you can do in ACR? Make a Black and White, Color Split
Toning, Color Gradients, Selective Adjustments, set a camera profi le, correct
distortion, recover detail, bring out shadow detail, bring out highlight detail, remove
noise, straighten the image, spot cloning, vignette, add noise, What else have you
found?
The Camera Raw image adjustment tabs are:
Histogram
Image info
Edit: Auto - B&W
Profile:
Basic: Adjust white balance, color saturation, and tonality.
Curve: Fine-tune tonality using a Parametric Curve and a
Point Curve.
Detail: Sharpen images or reduce noise.
Color Mixer: Fine-tune colors using Hue, Saturation, and
Luminance adjustments.
Split Toning: Color monochrome images or create
special effects with color images.
Optics: Compensate for chromatic aberration, geometric
distortions, and vignetting caused by the camera lens.
Geometry: Transform the image, Straighten, Adjust
Perspective.
Effects: Simulate fi lm grain or apply a postcrop vignette.
Calibration: Apply camera profi les to raw images to
correct color casts and adjust non-neutral colors to
compensate for the behavior of a camera’s image sensor.
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Edit
Crop and Rotate
Spot Removal
Adjustment Brus
Graduated Filter
Radial Filter
Red Eye Reduction
Snapshot: Create versions of a photo that record its state at any point during
the editing process.
Presets: On your own images you can explore these options in ACR -Dehaze
an image, create a pano or HDR,
More Image Settings - Options

Note:
Camera Raw supports images up to 65,000 pixels long or wide and up to 512
megapixels. Camera Raw converts CMYK images to RGB upon opening.
You can open your cameras proprietary RAW files, DNG Files, jpg files and Tiff files
into ACR

How to save to a DNG file format for submission:
When Finished working your images in ACR.
Click on the Save Options at the top the window.
Set up as you see below.
Click Save in the Dialog box.
Then to close your image, click Done at the bottom right of the ACR screen.
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Turn in:
• 6 .DNG files (Digital Negative)

•Do not use the Camera Raw Filter for this project -Found in the filter panel in PS•

- Start by Editing globally in ACR - Basics Tab
- Localized corrections using the Graduated Filter, Radial Filter, Adjustment Brush
- Explore Dehaze, Grain, Postcrop Vignette, B&W, Split Toning, Hue, Saturation,
Luminance, Noise Reduction, Tone Curve
This is a powerful tool and will be the start of your workflow before entering into
Photoshop.
-Type up and email me (hprotz@gmail.com) a detailed description of what you did in
ACR, The tabs explored, the controls worked,

Techniques to Explore:
Hi Everyone in June 2020 Adobe updated the look and improved on ACR.
Things still work the same but are in different locations. The links below show
you a technique in the old ACR. These techniques will still work. You will just
need to find the panel and look around a bit to find what is being shown. So
take some time and play.
Split Tone.
http://everydayhdr.com/creative-camera-raw-post-processing/
B&W - Split Tone.
https://youtu.be/XyQN8Pcs9Uc
Another ACR how to.
http://photography.tutsplus.com/series/comprehensive-guide-to-adobe-cameraraw--photo-17655
Explore some presets (image styles/looks for your photos)
Remember you can always modify the preset look or run two or more present on an
image. Lots of fun to explore here. Try some on your own images as well.
http://photoncollective.com/the-quantum-collection-free-presets-for-adobelightroom-and-camera-raw
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Make and save your own Presets.
http://photoshopcafe.com/tutorial/presets-cameraRaw
How to use Lightroom Presets in ACR.
http://digital-photography-school.com/use-lightroom-presets-in-adobe-camera-raw/
http://www.lonelyspeck.com/film-speck-one-102-free-lightroom-presets/
http://www.infoparrot.com/50-best-lightroom-presets-free-download-adobelightroom/
Sepia Tone Look.
http://www.photoshopessentials.com/photo-editing/easy-sepia-toning-camera-rawfilter-photoshop-cc/
Creating a B&W in ACR.
http://blogs.adobe.com/jkost/2012/10/converting-images-to-black-and-white.html

